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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a newly defined Distributed 

Students' Portal Theoretical Framework in which 

all academic and administrative departments of a 

university portal are distributed to components of a 

complete portal. These components are software 

packages or modules that encapsulate a set of 

related data. The users (students or staff) that are 

connected to the internet/intranet can view and 

update their profiles and specific needs via 

registration and admission, students’ affairs, 

financial affairs, graduate studies, library, and/or 

other extended components. Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) is used for structuring the new 

framework.  

Keywords: Students’ portal, SOA, distributed 

components, loose coupling, tight coupling. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As shown in figure 1, and as a part of SOA 

structure, the Orchestration Point is the station to 

verify the validity of user and to identify his/her 

request.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: The New Students' Portal Components 

Framework 

The new students’ portal framework that is based 

on SOA has several advantages over the traditional 

framework. These advantages are summarized in 

table 1 that shows a comparison between the 

traditional framework and the new frameworks 

regarding to coupling, distribution, interoperability, 

maintainability, cost, complexity, and reusability. 

As shown in table 1, the traditional framework 

components are tightly-coupled. This traditional 

framework shows that all portal components are 

dependents on each other. On the other hand, the 

new framework is a loosely-coupled framework 

with independent components. In addition, the 

distribution of the traditional portal framework 

faces difficulties to distribute the portal 

components in an orchestrated way that can easily 

be implemented in university systems. A change in 

one component in the traditional framework leads 

to other changes in other components. However, 

the new framework completely supports 

components distribution and interoperability. It 

shows that portal components of a university are 

distributed portal components, and the framework 

allows any component to be added or modified 

without any effect on other components. 

Furthermore, the traditional framework 

components have limited reusability. The 

traditional framework shows that any portal 

component might be more difficult to reuse 

because dependent components must be included. 

On the other hand, the new framework components 

are reusable in which any portal component can be 

reused because dependent components are already 

included. Moreover, the traditional framework 

components have impediments to maintain, in 

which portal components might require more effort 

and/or time to maintain due to the increased inter-

component dependency. However, the new 
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framework components are easy to maintain due to 

the loose coupling features that isolate components 

and then isolate components maintenance. The 

traditional portal framework is difficult to extend. 

Any change or extension on the traditional 

framework usually forces a ripple effect of changes 

to other components because of lack of 

distribution. On the other hand, the new portal 

framework components are easily extensible, 

which shows that any portal component of a 

university can be extended or modified without any 

effect on other components. In addition, the 

traditional framework components are more 

complex, in which portal components depend on 

each other’s components, which increases time and 

effort of components coding, while the new 

framework components are less complex because 

portal components are isolated components, which 

does not require more effort to code the portal 

components. 

The loose-coupling features of the new portal 

framework together with other features shown in 

table 1 reduce the cost of implementing and 

maintaining a university portal. 

Table 1. Comparison between traditional 

framework and new framework 

For consolidating the new framework, the 

specifications of the framework are explored in the 

following sections. 

2. ORCHESTRATION POINT 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Since the restructuring process of the new students' 

portal framework is highly dependent on SOA and 

based on SOA standards [7, 8], it is compulsory to 

orchestrate the services available in the students' 

portal by creating an orchestration point. 

It establishes a common point of integration for 

other components or applications, which enables an 

implemented orchestration point to be the main 

integration point. In addition, the orchestration 

point leads to an increase in the students' portal 

flexibility because of the following reasons: 

 The workflow logic encapsulated by an 

orchestration can be modified or extended in a 

central location [9]. 

 Positioning an orchestration centrally can 

significantly ease the merging of students' 

portal processes by abstracting the interfaces 

that connect the corresponding automation 

solutions together [9]. 

By establishing a service-oriented integration for 

students' portal architecture, orchestration can 

support the evolution of students' portal framework, 

because it is the main factor of any successful 

students' portal tool based on the new students' 

portal framework, which contains various 

components based on different computing 

platforms. In addition, the orchestration is the heart 

of SOA-based students' portal because it 

establishes means of centralizing and controlling a 

great deal of inter and intra-students' portal logic 

through a standardized service model. Furthermore, 

it expresses a body of business process logic that is 

typically owned by a single student’s portal tool. 

TYPESET TEXT 

3. SPECIFICATIONS OF 

EXTENDING THE NEW STUDENTS' 

PORTAL FRAMEWORK 
Sometimes, there is a need to add an additional 

component to the basic students' portal framework 

to meet special business needs. In this case, the 

new students' portal framework provides the 

extensibility feature to make it possible and simple 

to extend the framework to suit these special 

business needs. Then, if it is needed to add a new 

component to the basic students' portal framework, 

there are few steps to be followed. These are 

concluded from the these references [10-14]. 
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a) Prepare a distributable module for the extra 

component.  

b) Design and develop the business logic of the 

extra component.  

c) Encapsulate the extra component in a Web 

service.  

d) Register the Web service in the orchestration 

point as a partner service. 

e) Reconfigure the orchestration configuration 

files to suit the new extra component.  

f) Reconfigure the composite students' portal 

application to involve the new extra 

component.  

g) Redeploy the whole stuff and test the 

application again to assure that other 

components are not affected by the extra one.  

4. META-MODEL FOR THE NEW 

DISTRIBUTED STUDENTS' PORTAL 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
As a contribution to the body of knowledge, this 

section explores the novelty of this research work 

by providing a meta-model that describes the 

design of the framework in a standard way. The 

new students' portal framework meta-model is 

designed in this section to support and represent the 

new students' portal framework and its concepts. A 

modeling language can be either a graphical or 

textual language [15, 16]  

For the purpose of designing the new student portal 

framework, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is 

used as the graphical modeling language [17-19], 

UML is formally defined by a meta-model (or 

semantic model) and it is used to represent 

software design since it is widely used for 

modeling both research and industry works [17, 20-

22]. UML provides notations for specifying the 

packaging of a logical design into components that 

represent a distributed computing architecture and 

this can be modeled using a UML component 

diagram [17, 18, 22]. 

Component diagram supported by other UML 

notations is used to create a meta-model for the 

new framework. The components of the meta-

model and the relationships among these 

components are explored in this section. Figure 2 

represents a meta-model for the new framework. 

The new student's portal framework is composed of 

main components.  These are: student's portal and 

orchestration point. 

The student portal component uses the 

orchestration point component as a dynamic look-

up mechanism to provide information about 

student's portal services.  The orchestration point 

component thus enables optimized access to 

service meta-data and management of service 

interactions and policies. In its most elemental 

state, it is composed of service meta-data artifacts 

documents, such as XML Schema Definition 

language (XSD) or Web Services Description 

Language (WSDL) files.  These service meta-data 

files are managed by the Orchestration Point 

component. 

The student portal component represents the 

connectivity of the new students' portal frameworks 

components, and it aggregates with student portal 

provider Bus and student portal requester Bus 

components to control the flow of messages and 

instructions between the student portal requester 

and the student portal provider. 

In addition, it provides support to communication 

protocols used for the communication among the 

distributed student portal framework components.  

The student portal component using message 

Model, Instructions flow, and communication 

protocols components. The message model 

component enables the student portal to support 

different types of message models flowing between 

the provider and requestor. 

The communication protocols component provides 

support for different communication protocols, 

such as SOAP and HTTP to connect the providers 

with the consumers (the communication protocols 

support several interactions patterns, such as 

request/response, publish/subscribe, and 

synchronous/ a synchronous). The instructions flow 

component contains interfaces to invoke the 

mediation flows to perform mediation between 

student portal requestor and student portal provider, 

and to provide references to external services. 

The student portal component has the student portal 

message Router component routes requests to 

specific business services based on defined criteria.  

It is conditional routing, and it usually requires the 

selection of some piece of data from the message 

upon which routing can be based.  In addition, 
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student portal Message Router component 

optionally uses service engine component to 

provide business logic, as well as consume student 

portal services. 

 

Fig 2: Meta-Model for the new framework 

 

The Orchestration Point component and student 

portal distributed components use Distributed 

component containers as run environments. 

The container in its general definition is the 

interface between component functionalities and 

the application server functionalities that support 

the component [23]. 

5. TEXTUAL MODELING OF THE 

DISTRIBUTED STUDENTS' PORTAL 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

For consolidating the Meta-Model and supporting 

the novelty of this research work, Extended 

Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) is used as a textual 

modeling language to support the understanding of 

the graphical meta-model by following its flexible 

features and symbols of describing meta-models 

textually [16, 24].  

The specific EBNF definitions for the main 

components of the meta-model are presented and 

then followed by the complete EBNF definitions 

for the meta-model. This section presents the 

specific EBNF definitions for the main components 

of the meta-model. Table 2 presents the meaning of 

some EBNF symbols that are included in the EBNF 

definitions of the Distributed Students’ Portal 

framework. 
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Table 2. EBNF symbols summary [24, 25] 

Symbol Description 

::= The element to the left of the symbol is 

defined by the constructs on the right. 

* The preceding construct may occur zero 

or more times. 

{...} The constructs within the curly braces are 

grouped together. 

[...] The constructs within the square brackets 

are optional. 

| An exclusive OR. 

 

The Distributed Students’ Portal framework is 

composed of a number of distributed components. 

If these components are called: Distributed 

Component 1, Distributed Component 2, 

Distributed Component 3, (optional) Distributed 

Component 4, and Orchestration point. Then the 

EBNF definition of this part is as follows: 

Students’ Portal  ::= Distributed_Component_1 

,Distributed_Component_2, Distributed_Component_3, 

[Distributed_Component_4],Orechestration_Point, 

Students_Portal_Service_Bus; 

The distributed components are described by the 

following EBNF definitions, as follows: 

Distributed_Component_1 ::= 

Component1_Queries_and_operations,(Distributed

_Component_Container | 

User_Distribution_Settings); 

Distributed_Component_2 ::= 

Component2_Queries_and_operations,(Distributed

_Component_Container | 

User_Distribution_Settings); 

Distributed_Component_3 ::= 

Component3_Queries_and_operations,(Distributed

_Component_Container | 

User_Distribution_Settings); 

Distributed_Component_4 ::= 

[Component4_Queries_and_operations], 

(Distributed_Component_Container | 

User_Distribution_Settings); 

In addition, the syntax of Orchestration Point 

component is specified by the following EBNF 

definitions: 

Orchestration_Point    ::= 

Orchestration_Specifications,{Orchestration_Speci

fications}, XSD_WSDL, 

{XSD_WSDL},(Distributed_Component_Containe

r | User_Distribution_Settings); 

The Distributed Students’ Portal framework 

components exchange data and messages through 

an enterprise service bus. An enterprise service bus 

represents an environment designed to foster 

sophisticated interconnectivity between services. It 

establishes an intermediate layer of processing that 

can help overcome common problems associated 

with reliability, scalability, and communications 

disparity [26, 27]. The Students’ Portal components 

of the new Students’ Portal framework use the 

application server service bus to interchange 

messages and data among Students’ Portal 

components. This service bus is mentioned as 

Students_Portal_Service_Bus in the EBNF 

description of this meta-model. 

The Students’ Portal Service Bus component uses 

the Orchestration Point component as a dynamic 

look-up mechanism to provide information about 

Students’ Portal services. The Orchestration Point 

component thus enables optimized access to 

service meta-data and management of service 

interactions and policies. It also supports the 

integration of other standard registries and 

repositories. In its most elemental state, it is 

composed of service meta-data artifacts documents, 

such as XML Schema Definition Language (XSD) 

or Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 

files. These service meta-data files are managed by 

the Orchestration Point component. The syntax of 

The Students’ Portal Service Bus component and 

other components that have direct relations with 

Students’ Portal Service Bus component are 

specified by the following EBNF definitions:  

Students_Portal_Service_Bus  ::=  

{Students_Portal_Service_Provider_Bus | 

Students_Portal_Service_Requester_Bus}, 

Students_Portal_MessageRoute, Message_Model , 

{Message_Model}, 

Instructions_Flow, 

Communication_Protocol, 

{Communication_Protocol}, Orchestration_Point; 

Students_Portal_Service_Provider_Bus ::=  

(Distributed_Component_1 | 

Distributed_Component_2 | 

Distributed_Component_3 | 
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[Distributed_Component_4] | 

{Distributed_Component_4}); 

Students_Portal_Service_Requester_Bus ::= 

Students_Portal_Client_Web_Service, 

{Students_Portal_Client_Web_Service}; 

The Students’ Portal Service Bus component 

represents the connectivity of the Distributed 

Students’ Portal framework components, and it 

aggregates with Students’ Portal Service Provider 

Bus and Students’ Portal Service Requester Bus 

components to control the flow of messages and 

instructions between the Students’ Portal Service 

Requester and the Students’ Portal Service 

Provider. In addition, it provides support to 

communication protocols used for the 

communication among the Distributed Students’ 

Portal framework components. The Students’ 

Portal Service Bus component uses Message 

Models, Instructions Flow, and Communication 

Protocols components. The Message Models 

component enables the Students’ Portal Service 

Bus to support different types of message models 

flowing between the service provider and service 

requestor. The syntax of Communication Protocols 

component is specified by the following EBNF 

definition: 

Communication_Protocol ::= (SOAP | HTTP), 

(Request_Response | Publish_Subscribe | 

Synchronous_Asynchronous); 

The Communication Protocols component provides 

support for different communication protocols, 

such as SOAP and HTTP to connect the service 

providers with the service consumers (The 

communication protocols support several 

interactions patterns, such as request/response, 

publish/subscribe, and 

synchronous/asynchronous.). The Instructions flow 

component contains interfaces to invoke the 

mediation flows to perform mediation between 

Students’ Portal service requestor and Students’ 

Portal service provider, and to provide references 

to external services.  

The syntax of Students’ Portal Message Router 

component is specified by the following EBNF 

definitions: 

Students_Portal_MessageRouter ::= 

[Service_Engine], 

{Students_Portal_Client_Request, 

Input_Student_Service, Response_Redirect}; 

The Students’ Portal Service Bus component has 

the Students’ Portal Message Router component 

routes requests to specific business services based 

on defined criteria. It is conditional routing, and it 

usually requires the extraction of some piece of 

data from the message upon which routing can be 

based. 

For realizing the framework of this research, a 

prototype was developed. The analysis, design, 

development, and testing, of the SOA-based 

students' portal prototype was done based on the 

specifications and the meta-model of the 

framework presented in this paper.  

Two types of testing are done for the purpose of 

verifying that the prototype meets the framework 

design and specifications. A web interface 

combined all the components of the prototype in 

one composite application as an interface for the 

user to do testing and execution of any students' 

portal web service. The types of testing carried out 

for the purpose of validating the prototype are unit 

testing, Web services testing, and compatibility 

testing.  

Moreover, a case study was conducted for the 

purpose of evaluating the prototype of this research 

that validates the new students' portal framework in 

real environment. One organization was selected to 

conduct the case study required for evaluating the 

research prototype. The selected organization is Al-

azhar University-Gaza in Palestine. The 

organization is selected because it has a students' 

portal to accomplish specific business needs. 

Al-azhar University-Gaza database system was 

chosen because it has eight departments, 

registration and admission, academic affairs, 

personal affairs, student affairs, finance, library, 

and archive. All the mentioned departments 

databases aggregate and were loaded in a central 

DBMS. The students' portal needs the data from all 

departments stored in a single server that uses 

oracle 6i (tightly-coupled system). The data used to 

conduct this case study is generally textual data 

that describes the records related to the 

performance of the students in oracle i6 with its 

schema and format. 

The University IT unit programmers face 

impediments when they want to maintain or extend 

any department related to the system. Therefore, 

they always prefer distributable functionalities of 
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software, which easily help them to grant privileges 

to the programmers. 

Most of the data from the departments in Al-azhar 

University- Gaza serves the students through the 

students' portal. Students' portal components has to 

be independent, easily maintained, and extended, 

and these features are available in the SOA- based 

students' portal prototype. 

After conducting the case study, and analyzing the 

responses of the IT unit team at Al-Azhar 

university, the observed results of conducting the 

case study proved that new framework has enabled 

the distribution and interoperability among the 

students' portal components. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

WORK 
This paper has explored the specifications for the 

conceptual distributed students’ portal framework. 

In addition, a meta-model using both UML and 

EBNF is designed abstractly for consolidating the 

design of the distributed framework. This research 

has focused on how a conceptual framework for 

students’ portals including the feature of 

component distribution be defined to enhance the 

current tightly-coupled portals, while it has not 

handled the other features of this portal, 

specifically, the academic features that any 

academic portal should have, and how these 

features are affected by an SOA architecture of the 

portal. Therefore, this could be a future research 

work that completes the optimum usage of an SOA 

based students’ portal. 
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